
 

CATALAN CIRCUS LIGHTHOUSE  
 

A contemporary circus gleaming light in the Mediterra-
nian arch. 

The Central del Circ, a creation and training centre for 
artists, is located at Parc del Fòrum of Barcelona, just in 
front of the Mediterranean Sea and within a walking 
distance from Barcelona’s centre.  

Reading the maps in a bird’s eye view, the artists’ transit 
and their migrations, we could say that here, artists find 
their strength for the circus practice, the debate and the 
creation in the Mediterranean arch. 

This horizon of such wonderful as tragic possibilities is 
filled of present echoes coming from a city defended by a 
tireless population of revolutionary artists and thinkers. 
Perhaps this is the reason why La Central has such a uni-
que atmosphere: young, vibrant and charged with a 
strong sense of responsibility and depth.  

If the a sea and a lighthouse which shows the rocks, reefs 
and shallow waters symbolise the end of perils’’ suspi-
cion, inevitably at La Central we show and foster a circus 
which does not reinvent upon itself, but it is created as a 
tool to think through the complexity of this planet’s long 
crossing. www.lacentraldelcirc.cat 

Programme of the visit            

10.00h: Welcoming 

10.30h: Visit to the facilities and showcase of the companies in residence: SUGAR, Marta Camuffi and La Ruspa. 

12.00h: Brunch 

13.00h: Bus departure to Reus 
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http://www.lacentraldelcirc.cat/?lang=ca


Getting to La Central del Circ            

For professionals arriving to Barcelona Airport. 
A bus will take professionals at 9.00h at the Aeroport del Prat - Barcelona. 

For professionals arriving directly to La Central. 
La Central del Circ is at Parc del Fòrum. You cannot get there by car.  
Meeting point to get there is at 9.30h at the taxi rank in front of the Auditorium of the Fòrum.  

Getting there with public transport:  
By metro L4 (Bellow line) stop El Maresme/Fòrum (exit: Rambla Prim)  
By tram, stop Fòrum.  

Nearby parking: Pàrquing Plaça del Fòrum (Plaça d’Ernest Lluch i Martín. 08005 Barcelona) 

In each case you have to walk up to the esplanade of the Fòrum, leave at your right the blue building and head to the big photovol-
taic plate just next to the seashore. Just below, descending the ramp (at your right) or going downstairs (at your left), you find La 
Central del Circ.  

For any doubt you can reach at 93 356 08 90 

  

Free transport from La Central del Circ to Trapezi-Reus         

A coach will take professionals from La Central del Circ to Reus. 
Departure time: 13.00h 

** To take this transport, it is indispensable to have previously asked for it to Trapezi’s team (you will be asked when you register for 
Trapezi). 


